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  WANTS TO SEA

PLOT SUMMARY

Vincent Gellner (Florian David Fitz) is a young Tourette’s sufferer who escapes from a health care facility 
with his new friends Marie (Karoline Herfurth), a feisty anorexic, and Alexander (Johannes Allmayer), an 
easily disturbed obsessive-compulsive. Together they set out on a Europe-wide road trip to honor the 
dying wishes of Vincent’s recently deceased mother; to have her ashes spread at sea. In pursuit is their 
doctor (Katherine Muller-Elmau) and Vincent’s father (Heino Ferch).

YEAR OF PRODUCTION 2010

GENRE Comedy Drama

LANGUAGE German with English subtitles

LENGTH 96 minutes

Director Ralf Huettner
Screenplay Florian David Fitz
Editor Kai Schroeter
Cinematographer Andreas Berger
Art Director Heidi Lüdi 
Sound Ed Cantú
Costumes Natascha Curtius-Noss
Music Stevie B-Zet and Ralf Hildenbeutel
Producers Viola Jäger and Harald Kügler
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SHORT SYNOPSIS – The road movie Vincent Wants To Sea tells the story of a Tourette's sufferer 
named Vincent who is institutionalized by his father after the recent death of his mother. He and two fellow 
patients escape from their hospital and travel to Italy, to help honor the dying wishes of Vincent's mother; 
to have her ashes spread at sea. Director Ralf Huettner (Moonlight Tariff) accompanies his protagonists 
on their path and follows up on his earlier comedies about lovable anti-heroes by infusing the drama with 
touches of comedy throughout.

Florian David Fitz (Men in  the City, Doctor’s Diary) wrote the original script and plays the part of 
defiant-but-shy hero Vincent. At his side is Karoline Herfurth (Berlin 36) as the rebellious Marie and the 
Johannes Allmayer (Krupp – Eine deutsche Familie) as neurotic Bach-lover Alexander, whose 
character offers much of the comic relief in the story. The cast also features Heino Ferch (The Badder 
Meinoff-Complex, Downfall) as Vincent's tempestuous father and Katharina Müller-Elmau (Marlene, 
Crazy), the sensitive psychologist whose character treats the young escapees.

Vincent Wants To Sea was produced by Viola Jäger and Harald Kügler of Olga Film (Cherry 
Blossoms, Heavyweights); a subsidiary of Constantin Film.

FULL SYNOPSIS – At his mother's funeral, 27-year-old Vincent (Florian David Fitz) starts twitching 
convulsively, uttering strange sounds and swear words. Vincent suffers from Tourette's and cannot 
suppress his various tics. 

His father (Heino Ferch), who had left the family years before, reacts pragmatically to his ex-wife's death: 
The house will be sold and Vincent committed to an institution. "They're going to fix you," he coldly 
informs his son.

In the therapy centre Vincent is hopeful at first. Dr. Rose (Katharina Müller-Elmau), the director of the 
complex, tells him that while Tourette's is incurable, it is actually treatable (con’d).
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Alexander ends up tagging along too – against his will at first. He catches Vincent and Marie by surprise 
when they try to escape and, fearing he may foil their plans, Vincent impulsively decide to take him. Now 
he is sitting with them in the car they pinched from Dr. Rose, complaining about the crumbs on the back 
seat and teasing Marie about her anorexia. She counters with snide remarks about his obsession with 
cleanliness; and stuck in the middle is Vincent, whose tics are not exactly improved by all this.
 
On top of this, Vincent's father and Dr. Rose are hard on the heels of the runaways — although from 
different motives: The ambitious local politician is in the middle of an election campaign and has no use 
for a son in a stolen car. Dr. Rose, on the other hand, is deeply worried about her patients, especially 
Marie, who is really too weak for travel and might actually be in mortal danger very soon.

Vincent gets much a much worse reception from his roommate Alexander (Johannes Allmayer). He is a 
obsessive-compulsive who spends his days painting tin soldiers and listening to Bach concertos, and has 
strict ideas about cleanliness and order. In his new roommate Alexander can only see a disruptive 
presence who restricts his privacy. 

The pretty Marie (Karoline Herfurth), who suffers from anorexia, has been assigned by Dr. Rose, as a 
therapeutic measure, with the thankless task of guiding Vincent through the clinic and showing him the 
complex. Although Marie appears to be in an extremely foul mood, and shuttles Vincent through the clinic 
fast-forward, she is actually quite taken by the new patient. And Vincent's interest in the inscrutable Marie 
has been roused as well.

Irritated by a bad quarrel with Dr. Rose, Marie later suggests to Vincent they run away from the institution. 
Impulsively Vincent decides to come along, for what he really wants to do is to visit the sea in Italy which 
was a dying wish of his mother's. So Vincent packs his bags and and takes his most important 
possession: the candy jar containing his mother's ashes. 

After Vincent's father and Dr. Rose have finally caught up with the fugitives, father and son clash violently. 
During the commotion, Vincent manages to capture his father's car. Alexander hurls Dr. Rose's car keys 
into a field and thus gives the three runaways a serious head start.

The road trip carries on across the Alps towards Italy. Even though they drive each other to distraction 
with their respective quirks, the adventure is causing the the three of them to bond. For the first time 
Vincent realizes what liberty means. He also starts falling in love with Marie, and between Alexander and 
him an unexpected, laconic friendship begins to grow.

Meanwhile, the father and Dr. Rose stumble from one mishap to the next, even ending up in an Italian jail. 
Because of all the discussions with the therapist, the father has been thinking a lot about Vincent during 
the past days. Even his election campaign doesn't seem quite so important any more.

The feelings that are growing between Vincent and Marie provide additional pressure among the three: 
Alexander reacts with hurt feelings, while in Vincent the suppressed anger about his fate finally erupts. 
The state of Marie's health reaches a critical point. She has hardly eaten since the beginning of the 
journey and is very weakened physically. Alexander warns Vincent: Marie cannot be saved, as long as 
she doesn't want to be.

In San Vincente, Vincent's father and Dr. Rose meet with the three. Now each one must decide for himself 
how things shall go on. At the end of their long journey nobody is cured, but the love they have for one 
another is clearly changing their lives forever.
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Florian David Fitz was born in Munich in 1974. From 
1994 to 1998 he studied drama at the renowned 
Boston Conservatory, graduating with magna cum 
laude. After that he toured Europe with the musical 
"Rocky Horror Picture Show."

Since 2000 he has appeared in numerous television 
films and series. His role of Götz in Stefan Holtz' TV-
movie Meine verrückte türkische Hochzeit, won him 
praise from both audiences and critics, and he was 
awarded the Grimme-Preis. From 2008 on he secured 
a broad fanbase for himself as loudmouthed macho Dr. 
Marc Meier in the hospital series Doctor's Diary on 
RTL. For that he was nominated for a 2008 German TV 
award. In 2009 he took part in Friedemann Fromm's 
Emmy-winning ZDF miniseries Wolves of Berlin.

In film he acted in Peter Gersina's Girls on Top 2 with 
Karoline Herfurth, and in Florian Hoffmeister's auteur film 3 Grad kälter with Sebastian Blomberg and 
Bibiana Beglau. Besides that he could be seen last year as successful advertising expert Niklas in Simon 
Verhoeven's popular success Men in the City which won him a "Bambi" nomination.

For Vincent Wants To Sea, Florian David Fitz wrote his first original script.

Heino Ferch's successful career as an actor started 
after his training at the renowned Salzburg Mozarteum, 
as steady company member at the Freie Volksbühne 
and the Schillertheater in Berlin, as well as the Salzburg 
Festival and the Vienna Burgtheater.

His breakthrough came in 1997 as one of the leading 
actors in Joseph Vilsmaier's Comedian Harmonists. 
Since then he has worked with many notable directors, 

like Tom Tykwer (Wintersleepers and Run, Lola, Run), Volker Schlöndorff (Der Unhold), Helmut Dietl 
(About the Looking and Finding of Love) and Vanessa Jopp (Messy Christmas). In 2004 Heino Ferch 
played Hitler's architekt Albert Speer in the Oscar®-nominated drama Downfall under the direction of 
Oliver Hirschbiegel and in 2008 he took part in the Oscar and Golden Globe® nominated RAF-chronicle 
The Badder Meinhoff-Complex by Uli Edel.

With numerous TV-productions like The Tunnel (2001), Napoleon (2002), Extreme Ops (2002), 
D’Artagnon and the Three Musketeers (2005), The Trojan Horse (2008), and Krupp – Eine deutsche 
Familie (2009) the charismatic, prolific performer has succeeded in reaching a wide audience.

    FLORIAN DAVID FITZ as Vincent Gellner

HEINO FERCH as Robert Gellner
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Born in Berlin in 1984, Karoline Herfurth studied at the renowned acting school Ernst Busch and is 
considered as one of the great young German talents of today. Since appearing in Perfume – The Story 
of a Murderer and A Year Ago in Winter, Karoline Herfurth is also known to international audiences.

At the age of 15 she starred with Robert Stadlober in Hans-Christian Schmid's highly praised youth drama 
Crazy (2000). One year later she took on a lead role in the German blockbuster Girls on Top (director: 
Dennis Gansel), which was followed in 2003 by the lead role in Mein Name IST Bach by Dominique de 
Rivaz. After the sequel Girls on Top 2 (director: Peter Gersina, 2004) Karoline attracted attention in 
Buket Alakus' women's football drama In Another League (2004) as the cancer-stricken Hayat. It was a 
role that she played with such sensitivity that she was awarded the Grimme Award for it in April 2008. In 
Another League was also honored with the Audience Prize at the 26th Max Ophüls Awards of 2004 and 
the Bernhard Wicki Award at the 16th International Filmfest Emden-Aurich-Norderney in 2005. Her talent 
as an actress, as well as her nearly inexhaustible energy and charisma, then steered her toward a further 
career high point: she played the "small" but unforgettable role of the "Mirabel Girl" in Tom Tykwer's 
bestseller adaptation Perfume – The Story of a Murderer in 2006, a role with which she captured the 
attention of the international film branch.

Karoline then starred in Marc Rothemund's Pornorama (2007) and in the Emmy-Award nominated TV 
production Das Wunder von Berlin, directed by Roland Suso Richter. In 2007 Karoline Herfurth was 
awarded the Deutscher Entertainment Preis (DIVA) as New Talent of the Year and the TV MOVIE Award, 
which was given for the first time. Moreover she also won the Undine Award in 2007 as "Best young 
supporting actress in a feature film." In late 2008 Oscar winner Caroline Link's A Year Ago in Winter, 
with Karoline Herfurth in the lead role, came out in theaters. For her role in A Year Ago in Winter she 
won the Bavarian Film Award 2008 as best newcomer.

In 2008 she also appeared in a supporting role next to Kate Winslet and Ralph Fiennes in Stephen 
Daldry's Academy Award-film The Reader. In the upcoming Corinth Releasing film Berlin '36 she plays 
high jumper Gretel Bergmann, whose outstanding accomplishments drove the Nazis to send in a "rival" to 
beat Gretel in the battle to qualify for the Olympics.

 KAROLINE HERFURTH as Marie
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Ralf Huettner graduated from the University of 
Television & Film in Munich (HFF) in 1985. His 
feature debut Cripples Go Christmas in 1987 
was a major success and nominated for the 
European Film Prize.

His breakthrough came along with the 
Musterknaben trilogy (1997–2002). Further 
well-acclaimed feature films include Moonlight 
Tariff (2001) and Formsache (2006). In 2008 
Ralf Huettner won a Grimme Prize for directing 
the hit series Dr. Psycho.

Viola Jäger, born 1970 in Hagen and has been a producer since 1997. In 2001 she became a partner in 
Olga Film.

As producer she worked, amongst others, on Girls on Top (2001, directed by Dennis Gansel), Ganz und 
gar (2003, directed by Marco Kreuzpaintner), Before the Fall (2003/04, directed by Dennis Gansel) and 
Girls on Top 2 (directed by Peter Gersina). Besides that she produced Heavyweights (director: Marcus 
H. Rosenmüller) in 2006 and in 2007 the Sat 1 miniseries Wir sind das Volk (director: Thomas Berger). 
Since 2009 Viola Jäger is a Managing Partner for Olga Film.

Harald Kügler was born in Munich in 1948. He 
has worked, amongst others, for the two Wim 
Wenders films The Wrong Movement (1975) 
and The American Friend (1977) as well as the 
comedy Men... (1985) by Doris Dörrie. Since 
1985 he has been general manager and 
producer for Olga Film GmbH.

He served as executive producer, amongst 
others, for the two Sönke Wortmann films Kleine 
Haie and Maybe Maybe Not. After working on 
several TV-movies he acted as producer for Olga 
Film such as for Katja von Garnier's film about 

strong women Bandits (1997) with Katja Riemann and Jasmin Tabatabai. Furthermore he produced 
Vivian Naefe's Two Women, Two Men (1998), two films by Dennis Gansel Girls on Top (2001) and 
Before the Fall (2004) as well as Marcus H. Rosenmüller's Heavyweights and Doris Dörries' 
Cherryblossoms.

     Ralf Huettner | Director

     Viola Jäger | Producer

Harald Kügler | Producer
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How does a rather busy actor get to write a script? Did you feel underemployed?

I did at that time. During winter there are always long stretches without work, which is relatively normal. 
Two weeks of that make my fingers itch. On the other hand I was thinking, quite egoistically: I would really 
like to write something that I might be able to act in subsequently.

What gave you the idea about Tourette's 
Syndrome?

When I was at drama school in Boston, we had a 
teacher with Tourette's. He didn't have any bad 
vocal tics, but rather the motor ones. He stood up 
in front of the class and said quite matter-of-
factly: "Well, kids, I have Tourette's. If I do or say 
stupid things to you, it's not personal." At first you 
stare, of course, but actually you get used to it 
pretty quickly.

At the end of the film, does the realization arise, that acceptance is something you have to fight 
for yourself?

Vincent's mistake is, I think, that from the very start he wants others to fight for his acceptance: What his 
mother has left behind, what his father wants. No matter whether he defies him – he always defines 
himself by the opposition against him – or whether he wants to do something for his mother. That's what 
we all do. We try to be "loved" by way of other people. The simple truth that remains at the end is that you 
first must be at peace with yourself, before you will be able to love someone else. This is what Vincent 
has to learn, concerning Marie.

Because she is in denial of the problems…

It simply doesn't work that way. And that was the second basic idea: What is the most adult decision that 
a person can make? I knew of a case among my family, the mother was an alcoholic. At some point, the 
daughter was forced to say: I have to let her go. Whether she will drink herself to death or whether she 
wants to live: It's her call. With persons you love, the hardest decision is learning to accept that you 
cannot help them unless they take the first step. In the film, Vincent and his mother have lived in a cocoon 
together and he had been holding her hand until the very end. Then he meets another such person in 
Marie and needs to realize that he cannot help her. That is the most bitter thing in the world, but in the end 
he makes this amazingly adult decision to say: I will let go of you and hopefully things will work out. 
Maybe you'll pick yourself up, and then I'll be there.

How did you prepare for this part?

While I was writing, I spoke to people affected by Tourette's, and of course watched countless films. The 
breakthrough for the physical finding process came when I took the suburban train to go to my dentist. 
And I thought to myself: let's try out a little tic, and see whether the people react to it. Which they didn't do 
in the least! (laughs) Then I noticed that you really have this impulse inside you to break out in tics, and I 
can actually relate to that.

     INTERVIEW with screenwriter and lead actor FLORIAN DAVID FITZ
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What challenges did you have to cope with during the shoot of the film?

Keeping the balance. Taking the illness seriously and at the same time not to forget the comedy. You 
have to protect the characters, and still see the entirety of the film in your head all the time. After all, we 
didn't make an authentic film about someone suffering from Tourette's, or an anorexic. The whole thing 
was meant to be entertaining and come with an easy touch. That was the biggest challenge of the film: 
Keeping an easy touch with characters as difficult as these.

Did you feel any reservations about the illness theme in the film?

Yes and no. It was important to me, that the illnesses of the individuals are correct. We carefully 
compared notes with psychologists and physicians about that. We wanted to be as honest as possible, 
about the characters, about their illnesses. 
The audience feels with Vincent, when everyday situations become awkward for him. At the same time, 
his dilemma provides, from a cinematic point of view, a certain comedy potential…
That makes you say: Oh, now he curses again and says "fuck" and misbehaves. That produces funny 
situations. On the other hand, a great danger lies in overusing it. I was always worried that we might be 
relying too much on his verbal eruptions. That can quickly become stale, or backfire. If it's used too 
frequently and not psychologically grounded, it will turn boring and lose credibility very soon. We did often 
shoot different versions of these scenes, sometimes with many tics, sometimes with fewer.

Doesn't the theme of VINCENT WANTS TO SEA and the genre road movie also prepare the ground 
for more existential questions?

Of course. In the film several people are thrown together, each one has to react with the others and these 
reactions lead to new, interesting combinations and also – in part at least – to a different acceptance of 
one's own illness and to a gradual recovery. The film makes do with only five characters, after all. They 
are all part of a complex network of relationships and are determining each others actions. At the end 
everybody has learned something for himself in a – hopefully – not pedagogically way. Except for Marie. 
Maybe her future doesn't start until after the end of the movie.

     INTERVIEW with director RALF HUETTNER
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Tourette's Syndrome (TS) is a neuropsychiatric illness, characterized by tics. Cardinal symptoms are 
motor and vocal tics, constantly changing and varying in intensity, depending on the case. Tourette's 
Syndrome was first described in 1825, and in 1885 was named after French neurologist Georges Gilles 
de la Tourette.

The term motor tics means involuntary convulsive twitching which can affect the whole body, but most 
commonly is located in the face and the head (e.g. blinking of the eyes, grimacing facial movements, head 
jerks). Vocal tics are involuntary sounds (e.g. harrumphing, coughing, smacking sounds) or words. Some 
affected persons suffer from so-called coprolalia. They are forced to involuntarily utter curses or obscene 
words. This leads frequently to prejudice and social discrimination, especially if it is mistaken for personal 
insult or verbal abuse.

Generally these tics first appear around the age of seven, then take a varied course (usually a slow 
increase), aggravating during puberty, and in most cases decrease again between the ages of 16 and 26. 
In some TS-sufferers, the tics disappear completely; few persons need to come to terms with the tics 
during their whole lives. In extreme cases, autoaggression or self-harming can arise, but they do not 
endanger bystanders. Tourette's Syndrome is not accompanied by impaired intellectual facilities. The life 
expectancy is normal. Even today, there is no known therapy capable of curing it.

Anorexia nervosa — most commonly known simply as anorexia — is a psychiatric disorder characterized 
by an unrealistic fear of weight gain, self-starvation, and conspicuous distortion of body image. The 
individual is obsessed with becoming increasingly thinner and limits food intake to the point where health 
is compromised. The disorder may be fatal. The name comes from two Latin words that mean nervous 
inability to eat.
Description

Anorexia nervosa often is thought of as a modern problem, but it was first described by the English 
physician Richard Morton in 1689. Nevertheless, anorexia was not officially classified as a psychiatric 
disorder by the American Psychiatric Association until the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders published in 1980. In the twenty-first century, anorexia nervosa is recognized 
as a serious problem particularly among adolescent females. Its incidence in the United States has more 
than doubled since 1970. The rise in the number of reported cases is thought to reflect a genuine increase 

in the number of persons affected by the disorder and not simply earlier or 
more accurate diagnosis.

Anorexia nervosa is a serious public health problem not only because of its 
rising incidence, but also because it has one of the highest mortality rates of 
any psychiatric disorder. Individuals with anorexia are irrational and 
unrelenting in their quest to lose weight. No matter how much weight they 
lose and how much their health is compromised, they want to lose more 
weight. Anorexia may cause serious long-term health complications, 
including congestive heart failure, sudden death, growth retardation, dental 
problems, constipation, stomach rupture, swelling of the salivary glands, 
anemia and other abnormalities of the blood, loss of kidney function, 
electrolyte imbalances, and osteoporosis.

     Tourette's Syndrome
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Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a 
type of anxiety disorder. Anxiety disorder is 
the experience of prolonged, excessive 
worry about circumstances in one's life. 
OCD is characterized by distressing 
repetitive thoughts, impulses or images that 
are intense, frightening, absurd, or unusual. 
These thoughts are followed by ritualized 
actions that are usually bizarre and 
irrational. These ritual actions, known as 
compulsions, help reduce anxiety caused by 
the individual's obsessive thoughts. Often 
described as the "disease of doubt," the 
sufferer usually knows the obsessive 
thoughts and compulsions are irrational but, 
on another level, fears they may be true.

Almost one out of every 40 people will suffer from obsessive-compulsive disorder at some time in their 
lives. The condition is two to three times more common than either schizophrenia or manic depression, 
and strikes men and women of every ethnic group, age and social level. Because the symptoms are so 
distressing, sufferers often hide their fears and rituals but cannot avoid acting on them. OCD sufferers are 
often unable to decide if their fears are realistic and need to be acted upon.
Most people with obsessive-compulsive disorder have both obsessions and compulsions, but occasionally 
a person will have just one or the other. The degree to which this condition can interfere with daily living 
also varies. Some people are barely bothered, while others find the obsessions and compulsions to be 
profoundly traumatic and spend much time each day in compulsive actions.

The difference between OCD and other compulsive behavior is that while people who have problems with 
gambling, overeating or with substance abuse may appear to be compulsive, these activities also provide 
pleasure to some degree. The compulsions of OCD, on the other hand, are never pleasurable.

On the soundtrack album to Vincent Wants To Sea there can be 
found, besides six tracks by Frankfurt music producers Stevie B-Zet 
& Ralf Hildenbeutel (Laith Al-Deen, Yvonne Catterfeld, Sven Väth 
et al.), one song that marked the long-awaited comeback of the 
Grammy-winning US band Train. For a few years it had been very 
quiet for the Californian alternative rock band, whose breakthrough 
had come, almost ten years ago, with the album "Drops Of Jupiter" 
and the US Top 5 single "Drops Of Jupiter (Tell Me)"
In October 2009, Train celebrated their comeback with their fifth 
studio album "Save Me San Francisco", which helped the trio to 
seamlessly follow up their multi-platinum successes. With "Hey, 
Soul Sister" the Band also landed its first Top Ten Hit in the US 
since "Drops Of Jupiter (Tell Me)", which is now included in the 
soundtrack of the film Vincent Wants To Sea.

     Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 
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Vincent Wants to Sea
Vincent will meer
(Germany)
By BOYD VAN HOEIJ

A Constantin Film release of an Olga Film production. 
(International sales: Beta Cinema, Munich.) Produced by Viola 
Jaeger, Harald Kuegler. Directed by Ralf Huettner. Screenplay, Florian David Fitz.
With: Florian David Fitz, Karoline Herfurth, Katharina Mueller-Elmau, Heino Ferch, Johannes Allmayer. (German, 
Italian dialogue)

Teuton dramedy "Vincent Wants to Sea" takes a threadbare road-movie template involving three walking (no, make 
that driving) cliches and transforms it into a surprisingly effective portrait of damaged but lovable lost souls on the 
road. Though the film is ably directed by Ralf Huettner, kudos go in large part to thesp Florian David Fitz ("Men in 
the City"), who not only stars but also penned the solid screenplay, his first. After a modest debut late April, pic has 
become Germany's second-biggest local title of the year through strong word of mouth. Fests should take note.

Twentysomething Vincent (Fitz) suffers from Tourette syndrome, which results in physical and vocal tics he has to 
fight to control. When Vincent's mother dies, it is up to his busy politician father, Robert (Heino Ferch), to look after 
him, but he is too busy campaigning for the upcoming elections. "See you at Christmas," his dad says rather 
unceremoniously when dropping his son off at the clinic of Dr. Rose (Katharina Mueller-Elmau) before hitting the 
road again.

But the lovable doofus protag doesn't want to stay there, even though he quickly strikes up a friendship with an 
anorexic pot-smoker, Marie (Karoline Herfurth), and finds a more-or-less workable arrangement with his obsessive-
compulsive roommate, Alexander (Johannes Allmayer). The trio escapes in Dr. Rose's car and heads in the 
direction of Italy, where Vincent wants to take the ashes of his mother, which he keeps in a candy tin in his pocket.
Setup and broad personality outlines are almost entirely made up of recycled material. But through carefully 
observed character moments, such as the early encounters between Vincent and Marie, pic gently springs loose 
from its generic origins, with the screenplay, direction and performances all perfectly calibrated, infusing each 
character with a life of his or her own on the trip through the Alps.

Perfs by the central trio always stay closer to realism than to caricature. Fitz, playing some 10 years younger, is 
aces in the role he wrote for himself, but Herfurth ("Perfume: The Story of a Murderer") also offers nuanced work. A 
sex scene between the two is cleverly used to reveal character rather than nudity, and the sobering ending 
underlines the makers' commitment to keeping things real.

Slapstick, gross-out humor and more sophisticated character comedy are sprinkled throughout, a lot of the laughs 
coming from the mismatched team of Dr. Rose, who has anger-management issues, and Vincent's cold-hearted 
father, who are forced to pursue the escapees in their own car. Mueller-Elmau and Ferch play their supporting 
characters more broadly, but Huettner's direction never allows the duo to veer off the road.

Visually, d.p. Andreas Berger alternates TV-style closeups with compositions that take greater advantage of the 
film's widescreen canvas, especially in the Alps. English-language pop songs on the soundtrack, including new 
work from Teuton band Cargo City, is largely generic, and further brings out the pic's similarities to Til Schweiger's 
"Barefoot," another local hit movie involving dysfunctional characters on a road trip.

Pun in the original title translates as both "Vincent Wants More" and "Vincent Wants the Sea."

Camera (color, widescreen), Andreas Berger; editor, Kai Schroeter; music, Stevie B-Zet, Ralf Hildenbeutel; 
production designer, Heidi Luedi; costume designer, Natascha Curtius-Noss; sound (Dolby Digital), Ed Cantu; 
assistant director, Joschen Gosch; casting, Nessie Nesslauer. Reviewed at Cine Utopia, Luxembourg, May 27, 
2010. (In Cannes Film Festival — market.) Running time: 96 MIN.
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Tourette's Syndrome rom-com wins best film
and best actor honors at German Film Awards.
by Scott Roxborough

BERLIN – Ralf Huettner's sleeper hit Vincent Wants to Sea was the 
surprise best picture winner at the 61st German Film Awards, 
Germany's version of the Oscars. Vincent, featuring a man with 
Tourette Syndrome and an anorexic, beat out features from more 
seasoned directors including Tom Tykwer to take the country's top film honor. 

Florian David Fitz, whose better known as a TV performer here, won best actor for his starring performance in 
Vincent as a Tourette's sufferer who, once in his life, wants to see the ocean. Fitz also wrote the script to Vincent.

“I know what it sounds like: frustrated TV actor writes 
himself a handicapped role so he can win prizes,” 
joked Fitz as he hefted his Lola. “I promise, that's 
wasn't my intention ... But it worked.”

Unlike last year's Lolas, where Michael Haneke's The 
White Ribbon won 10 prizes, there was no sweep 
this year. The honors were spread wide. 

Tom Tykwer won best director for his menage-a-trois 
dramedy Three, Tykwer's first German-language film 
in 10 years. Three star Sophie Rois also won Best 
Actress for her role as a 40-something woman caught 
between two men. Three also took the best editor 
Lola. 

Yasemin Samdereli's immigration comedy Almanya 
took the runner-up best film silver Lola and Samdereli 
shared the best screenplay honor with her sister 
Nesrin Samdereli for their script, which they based on 
the real-life story of their grandparents' immigration to 
Germany. 

Another big winner was Chris Kraus' period drama The Poll Diaries, which took home four Lolas, including one for 
best supporting actor Richy Muller.

Florian Micoud Cossen's powerful debut The Day I Was Not Born picked up two Lolas – for best score and the 
best supporting actress nod for Argentinian actress Beatriz Spelzini. 

Veteran auteur Wim Wenders won documentary for Pina, his 3D dance film on the life and work of late 
choreograph Pina Bauch. 

But the biggest applause of the evening was for screenwriter Wolfgang Kohlhaase, who received a lifetime 
achievement honor. 

“A film script is a mixture of poetry and instruction manual,” said the still-active 80-year-old Kohlhaase, who recently 
finished the script to Dan Tang's German-Chinese co-production I Phone You. “We need people to tell stories, to 
give us hope. (This honor) both pleases and inspires me. And one needs both. Whatever age you are.”
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Florian David Fitz, producer Viola Jäger and director Ralf Huettner
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